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INTRODUCTION

Once Upon  
a Time

In this chapter . . .
 • How did I go from a little girl singing in the shower to a grown-up 

woman working as an instructional designer of technology-based 
learning solutions?

 • Do other people have similar stories?
 • Is your story all that different?

A Walking Accident
I am a walking accident. Generally a happy one, but an accident nonethe-

less. Most of my life feels like an accident—a series of unexpected events 

that have led to this particular moment in time. I look around and say, 

“How did I get here surrounded by these people, living in this state, in 

this house? How did I end up doing what I am doing?” This is not at all 

what I imagined. Or is it?

When I was a kid, I had visions of fame as a singer. While singing loudly 

in the shower, I hoped I’d be overheard by our neighbor, who I imagined 

was a record label producer.

I also aspired to be a writer. In 1979, my sixth-grade teacher, Mrs. Shima-

moto, asked the class to write our personal predictions for the year 2000 

(and, wow, was that a long way away). In my short story, I painted a picture 

of my future self as a work-from-home author with two children. They 
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would eat a lot of Cheerios and I would write novels and magazine articles. 

Turns out this picture isn’t all that far off, although it took me a few extra 

years to get here, there’s an extra kid, and I have yet to write that novel. 

But I have written a book, and now I’m even writing a second edition!

At some point, I began to picture myself as a teacher. After majoring 

in English and German Studies at college, I even applied for a master’s 

in education; however, that was something I never got around to after 

discovering the joys of a regular paycheck.

But by no means did I imagine that one day I would be an instruc-

tional designer of self-paced, online e-learning programs. Never. This 

was a complete accident.

Of course, in 1979 I don’t think anyone had even said “e-learning” 

yet—at least not in my presence. And I had certainly never heard the 

words “instructional design.” It wasn’t until 1996, when I got a fancy 

business card to go with my new “junior instructional designer” title, 

that I even knew such a thing existed. And even then, it seemed sort of 

made up to me.

My Path to Instructional Design
So, how did I get here? I graduated from college in the middle of a reces-

sion, with a degree in English and German studies. I moved to Boston 

with friends to do the young adult, livin’ in the big city thing. I looked for 

work. I temped and taught swimming. I had idealistic notions of making 

the world a better place. Eventually, I landed a job at a company that 

helped employees of corporate America balance their work and family 

lives through referrals to childcare and elder-care services. I worked 

behind the scenes, running reports and helping employees figure out 

more efficient ways of working.

We did everything by paper in those days, but the computer had defi-

nitely arrived. When we started designing a new call center computer 
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application for the company, I translated user requirements to the IT 

department. We designed screens and workflows. We decided what 

buttons should be called and did paper prototypes. Then, because I knew 

the system, I trained all the call center agents and counselors how to 

use it. And I was good at it! I led classroom training sessions, updated 

workbooks, and wrote newsletters and tip sheets.

And then I had one of those happy accidents. Through a friend of a 

friend, I found out about an emerging multimedia production company 

that created CD-ROM training programs to teach people how to use soft-

ware and do other work-related skills. I would write scripts and produce 

video and, wow, it sounded glamorous. Plus, it came with that fancy 

job title—junior instructional designer. Voilà, an instructional designer 

was born!

So, that’s how it happened. And, most likely, it’s not that different 

from your own tale of accident and intrigue; that day you woke up to find 

yourself responsible for designing instruction. My guess is that you didn’t 

dream of this career when you were in sixth grade either. Am I wrong?

What I Did Next
There I was in this glamorous multimedia world—writing scripts and 

learning about learning objectives. We mostly created software training, 

following a pretty simple model: Instruct, demo, practice, assess. A talking 

head video on the left side of the screen acted as the host, explaining basic 

concepts as text bullets appeared, in time with the audio. That was really 

advanced back then, mind you. This was followed by a narrated animated 

software demonstration, a try-it-yourself exercise with guided instruc-

tions and feedback, and finally a test where you had to do it all by yourself.

This was in the days before e-learning authoring tools and stan-

dardized templates. Every screen was hand coded, and an hour of 

computer-based training (or CBT as we called it) ran for $40,000 as a 
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standard pricing structure. (Adjusted for inflation, that ’90s price tag 

would translate to about $71,000 in 2022!) At the time, I developed a 

vague notion that people went to school to learn about educational tech-

nology, and a few of my co-workers even had master’s degrees in it. Fancy. 

But for the most part, we were just a bunch of smart people trying to do 

what seemed like cutting-edge stuff and make a living at the same time.

I worked there for about five years before the company evaporated in 

the dot-com burst in the early 2000s. Then I wandered off to massage ther-

apy school and took anatomy classes and learned about the psoas muscle 

and how to give a really excellent therapeutic massage. I even ended up 

teaching massage for a few years (talk about hands-on training). All the 

while, I stayed connected to the learning technology world through free-

lance projects. It was a pretty cool life—I felt like I had figured out this 

magical balance between my more intellectual business side and my inner 

healer. Then I started having kids. When the reality of supporting a family 

hit home, I went back to full-time work and found a job as a senior instruc-

tional designer at a small e-learning company.

This was a watershed moment, really. At that point I realized that 

instructional design would likely be my professional focus for the rest of 

my life. I could sit back and just do my job or I could make a commitment 

to do it with intention and great passion. I chose the path of intention and 

it has made all the difference.

Thanks to the internet, I realized that instructional design wasn’t just a 

random term; it actually had a whole field behind it, complete with books, 

degree programs, professors, theories, and terminology. I bought books 

about e-learning including E-Learning and the Science of Instruction by Ruth 

Clark and Richard Mayer and Michael Allen’s Guide to E-Learning. I discovered 

blogs about e-learning and instructional design and connected with the 

people who wrote them; in 2006, I started my own instructional design blog 

called Learning Visions. One of my first posts was about a company called 
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Kineo, which shared guides and tips about e-learning and instructional 

design. (If you read my bio, you’ll see I ended up working for Kineo a few 

years later and am still with them many years later.) In 2007, I attended 

my first eLearning Guild conference and got to hear people like Clark 

Quinn and Will Thalheimer speak. My world was opening up in a big way.

I started debating with people online about whether one needed a 

degree to practice instructional design. “You go to a medical doctor,” 

they would argue. “You hire a licensed architect to build your home. You 

should also entrust your instructional design to professionals who know 

what they’re doing.”

To that I simply said, “Pshaw.” I had kids and a full-time job, and the 

truth was, I didn’t have time to go back to school. I figured—and have 

hopefully proven—that although I’m an instructional designer by acci-

dent, it doesn’t mean I don’t know what I’m doing or that I can’t learn.

Thus—10 years into my career of designing CBTs and e-learning 

programs—I began my informal effort to teach myself a thing or two 

about instructional design and adult learning theory.

What About You?
What’s your story? Was your path to instructional design similar? Did 

you have your sights set on something quite different from what you’ve 

turned into, or is this exactly what you expected for yourself?

When I have this conversation with groups of instructional design-

ers, there’s usually a lot of affirming head nods . . . and some very funny 

stories. For example:

• “I was working as a bank teller and I was good at what I did, so 

they asked me to help out with the training classes.”

• “I had a knack for formatting PowerPoints, so when they needed 

someone to learn this new authoring tool, they asked me.”

• “We were short-staffed and needed someone who could help out.”
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• “I inherited responsibility for training materials when someone 

went on maternity leave.”

• “I’m a good writer and it seemed a natural fit.”

We find our way here by accident, but that doesn’t mean it will turn 

into a complete disaster. Sometimes it will, but not always.

Accidental ID—My Epiphany
By Trina Rimmer, Director of Customer Advocacy and Product Evangelism, 
Articulate (and proud accidental instructional designer)

It was more than 20 years ago that I accidentally stumbled into my role as 
an instructional designer. At the time, I didn’t even realize that instructional 
design was a job that people could have—let alone one people would pay you 
for. Initially, my instructional design work entailed cajoling information out of 
busy subject matter experts, making the content look nicer in PowerPoint, and 
uploading it to a glorified website built for “e-learning.” While the PowerPoint 
slides I created looked pretty snazzy and I’d snagged myself a fancy job title 
and a pay raise, my job on paper bore very little resemblance to the work I was 
actually doing. I knew something wasn’t quite satisfying about my job, but I 
couldn’t put my finger on what was missing.

Eventually, I persuaded my boss to send me to a series of instructional design 
certificate programs. I left those workshops with a deeper understanding of 
instructional design theories and practices and a clue about what was miss-
ing: I hadn’t been designing instruction as much as I’d been designing to dis-
tract from the absence of it! Of course, that raised the question: What could I, 
an imposter instructional designer, do to fix it?

And then it happened. In 2007, I read a post on Tom Kuhlmann’s “The Rapid 
eLearning Blog.” It was about getting more from subject matter experts. His 
tips were gold. Soon I found myself subscribed to dozens of other instructional 
design blogs as well, including Cammy Bean’s. Cammy and others helped me 
learn practical strategies that supported me in applying the theories and prac-
tices I’d picked up in my certificate programs. 

Finding my tribe was the first step in my career awakening, but my real epiph-
any came from realizing that, although landing my job had been accidental, 
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becoming an instructional designer didn’t have to be. I could choose curiosity 
over compliance. I could choose creativity over cynicism. By staying unapolo-
getically focused on the needs of learners, I could create experiences that 
helped people enjoy the learning process, and that’s a pretty awesome feeling. 
Through countless missteps and painful projects and difficult conversations, I 
have claimed this job title, for real. I’m no longer an accidental instructional 
designer. I’m just a boots-on-the-ground, wise-cracking everyday instruc-
tional designer—and you can be one, too. 

From Classroom Trainer to E-Learning 
Instructional Designer
By Sean Putman, Instructional Design Manager, Motive

I started my career training users of a computer-aided design software. I spent 
the majority of my time in front of the class, teaching material generated by 
other people, so I never gave much thought to how it was created. Eventually 
my company asked me to help develop a course that had been written by an 
office in Germany. I followed the structure of the material that was already 
there and simply translated the material to English. While I wasn’t concern-
ing myself with any instructional design, that project made me realize that I 
enjoyed creating classroom material.

After leaving that position, I signed on with a company that was developing mate-
rial from scratch for the same software. Because I had a lot of experience with it 
from the previous company, I followed that model to create the content. I still 
wasn’t thinking about design principles; I was merely following past experiences. 

Eventually, I was hired as the internal training developer for another company, 
which also used the same design software. Around the same time, I was asked 
to make an online course and thus discovered the world of e-learning. 

At my new company, I always heard the same thing when being introduced 
to new people: “This is Sean. He’s the guy who makes all the e-learning that 
no one watches.” That singular description changed my entire career path. 
Those profound words made me realize that I needed to re-evaluate what 
effective instructional design looked like. It prompted me to take a step back, 
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study the principles of instructional design, and determine how to effectively 
apply them to my projects. 

So began my journey toward self-improvement. I refused to be the guy who 
creates e-learning content no one watches. My initial research focused on the 
science of instructional design, delving into books such as Design for How 
People Learn and Learning and the Science of Instruction. I also attended 
and spoke at various industry conferences, finding peer interaction to be a 
valuable resource to share and learn about practical approaches to learning 
solutions. While preparing for my own presentations, I learned new concepts 
and found examples of good design to use as inspiration. One of the more 
transformational concepts I discovered was the importance of scaffolding. 
Approaching solutions as building blocks broken up over multiple modules 
changed the way I designed for the better. 

As I continued my personal journey to “enlightenment,” one nagging question 
was always present: “How do we, as designers and developers, know that our 
learning initiatives are effective?” 

I found my answer at an event in 2012 when I was introduced to the Tin Can API 
(later renamed the Experience API, or xAPI), which promised new ways to mea-
sure learning experiences. I spent the next several years diving into the world 
of performance measurement, learning analytics, and xAPI. I was fortunate to 
work on several award-winning projects, including a self-evaluation tool that 
was tracked using xAPI. This period of time culminated with my co-authoring 
the book Investigating Performance. 

Finding a Passion for E-Learning, by Accident!
By Tracy Parish, Education Technology Specialist at a Regional Healthcare Center

After leaving high school I wasn’t sure what I wanted to do or where I wanted 
to focus my studies, so I began pursuing subjects that were of most interest 
to me before post-secondary education. I focused on computer science, biol-
ogy, and math, and eventually got a degree in accounting. After graduation 
I worked in accounting departments at several different companies, but the 
positions were always temporary or contract. However, once I finally landed a 
full-time accounting position, I realized I didn’t enjoy it. 
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When my brother, who has special needs, graduated from high school, we 
needed a plan for his care. I took the opportunity to leave the job I didn’t love to 
look after him for a while and decide what I wanted to pursue next. He and I still 
talk about what a great time we had that summer. When a position came up at 
the local hospital, I applied. Based on my previous experience, I thought I’d be 
a great candidate, but I did not get the job. However, I interviewed well so they 
offered me a position as a clerk in the ICU. When the position I had applied for 
opened up again later that year, I talked to the manager, who encouraged me to 
reapply. This time I was offered the administration position in the organization 
development department.

For a few years I worked as the admin support until my manager presented 
me with the opportunity to become a facilitator for a team-building and com-
munication tool we were using. This motivated me further to get a better 
understanding of how my manager and co-workers did their jobs as the orga-
nization’s trainers, facilitators, and performance support consultants.

I began taking online courses to get certified in adult education and training. 
My passion for e-learning was firmly in place, and I wanted to explore more 
about how to create, design, develop, and deliver e-learning programs. I 
began pursuing course after course and certificate after certificate. If there 
was a free webinar I could tap into, I did. If there was a blog I could follow, I 
would sign up and add it to my reading list.

During this time the hospital also wanted to start using a central system to 
house our training records. We trialed a few different systems in the early 
2000s, but it wasn’t until 2007 that we finally bought our first learning man-
agement system. Because I had the right background, I was charged with 
overseeing the full implementation and administration of the system. My train-
ing also gave me the opportunity to design and develop the system’s content. 

And so I embarked on a whole new career path and journey that I never antici-
pated. I started going to e-learning and training conferences. I networked with 
others in the instructional design field, and those connections helped increase 
my passion for sharing what I had learned and was continuing to learn. I spoke 
at my first e-learning conference in 2009 and haven’t stopped since. 

One of the things I love most about this job and this community is the open 
sharing and learning from one another. I’m not sure it exists quite so abundantly 
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in any other workforce community. That reason alone is why I enjoy going to 
conferences so much because they give me an opportunity to give back to 
my community. I’ve been lucky enough to have partnered on projects with 
colleagues in other countries; I co-host the Toronto Storyline User Group, the 
webcast Nerdy Shop Talk, and the weekly Twitter chat #lrnchat; and I am a 
member of the committee that runs the Canadian eLearning Conference. 
Each of these opportunities has been a small stepping stone that has helped 
me build a career of which I’m proud. 

The key to my career journey is that I never stopped learning, exploring, devel-
oping new skills, or expanding my network. My goal is to always develop and 
deliver the best content and solutions for my learners.

What I Do Today
My accidental path to instructional design led me to work as an integral 

part of a design and development team for almost 20 years. I’ve had a direct 

hand in hundreds of self-paced online training programs. Hundreds. From 

software training to soft skills training for banks, supermarkets, hair-care 

companies, insurance agencies, entertainment, global nonprofits, oil and 

gas, retail chains—you name it. Some of these programs have won awards, 

while others have been complete training wrecks (pun intended).

Most of the learning experiences I designed were self-paced online 

learning programs—people sitting down in front of a computer and going 

through them on their own, either in a matter of minutes or hours. I 

also worked on blended learning designs, which means looking beyond 

the self-paced experience to incorporate face-to-face classroom sessions, 

instructor-led online classrooms, mobile performance support and job 

aids, refresher trainings, and so on. 

Since joining the field in 1996, I have always worked on the supplier 

side—for companies whose sole purpose is to create learning programs 

for other companies. This means that I can specialize and focus on what 

I do well. I worked with clients to understand needs and requirements. 
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I designed the learning experience, wrote scripts, and worked with 

production teams who have expertise in technology and graphics. In 

the past I have acted as my own project manager, but at Kineo I had 

the luxury of having someone else with project management expertise 

do that task. My job title changed a little over those 20 years, includ-

ing junior instructional designer, instructional designer, freelancer, and VP of 

learning design at Kineo. 

And then something even more accidental and unexpected happened. 

After 20 years of doing direct instructional design work, I made a big 

change. I was ready to do something a little different—I had written 

enough scripts and quality assurance checked enough courses. It was time 

to evolve. And so, I became an accidental salesperson. I honestly never 

expected I’d end up in sales. Totally weird. 

As a senior solutions consultant and now US head of customer solutions 

at Kineo, I work closely with prospects and clients to identify learning 

and performance needs, strategize and scope solutions, work through 

pricing and contracts, collaborate with our production team, nurture 

account relationships, serve as a brand ambassador, stay on top of  

industry trends and best practices, help with the execution of our global 

company strategy, and—most important—continue to deliver value and 

impact to our clients to help their organizations get better results. I 

love what I do, and it turns out I’m pretty good at it. I have loads of 

credibility as a practitioner, I speak the language, and I understand  

the challenges. 

Moving into sales enabled me to broaden my expertise and strengthen 

two key pieces of the pie that I’d always been weak in: technology and 

business. (You’ll learn about the pie a little later.) For example, in addition 

to selling custom learning content solutions, I was also responsible for 

selling our learning management system (LMS), which meant I had to take 

my fingers out of my ears after years of trying to ignore that side of the 
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business. When you’re selling an LMS, you’re talking about learning needs, 

but also systems integrations, security protocols, server setups, and more. 

I’m by no means fluent in any of that at this stage, but I certainly know 

enough to pull in the right people to facilitate the conversation. It’s been 

eye opening, to say the least. 

Working in sales is much more business focused than I’ve ever been. 

There’s the business of closing a deal, of course, but more interesting is 

talking to clients about their organizational goals, business requirements, 

and L&D strategy. 

All of this to say, the instructional design path can lead you many plac-

es, depending on your interest, expertise, and capabilities. There is a lot 

going on in L&D, and you’ve got a lot of opportunity ahead of you.

I like to think that our ultimate job in this field is to help other people 

do their jobs better—to build the skills they need to be successful in 

what they’re doing now and help prepare them for what’s next. Whether 

they’re directed toward bank tellers, hair stylists, or middle managers 

learning to lead teams for the first time, the training programs and 

resources we design and build help people better serve their customers 

and employees and develop their own personal skills.

If we can help someone do their job better, perhaps we really can help 

make the world a better place. This could be my hippie idealism shining 

through my corporate learning facade, but I think there’s truth to the 

notion that those of us involved with corporate training are helping 

people. At least, I hope we are.

Why Accidents Will Keep Happening
With technology-based learning now mainstream, we’ll see accidents—

in the form of accidental instructional designers—happening more and 

more. Companies will continue to scramble to find ways to deliver infor-

mation and tools to the masses. The need for training will continue to 
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spring up organically, like mushrooms on a soggy lawn. Startup companies 

will need to train their employees on how to manage their fledgling teams. 

Organizations will create new products that customers will want to learn 

how to use. Legal requirements will mandate that employees learn the 

rules and demonstrate compliance with regulations. Businesses will want 

to teach skills to improve sales or manage a new technology. Pandemics 

will emerge that convert an in-office workforce to a global economy based 

on remote workers. Digital learning will become even more essential and 

integrated into the overall performance improvement and training equa-

tion—a fact that we have all seen since COVID-19 first appeared in late 2019 

and changed our lives forever. And, of course, organizations always want 

to help their employees do their jobs better, enabling them to learn and 

hone the skills they need to survive and thrive in an ever-changing world.

Because we’ve all been trained to think that training is always the 

solution and that just about anyone can figure out how to do it, we will 

continue to find people to create that training. Within businesses and 

organizations, managers and leaders will continue to tap heads to turn 

regular people—who know the content or show some talent at crafting a 

PowerPoint deck—into instructional designers and trainers. Here are just 

a few ways that can happen:

• Tap! A content expert is magically anointed with new superhero 

instructional design powers! Armed with his new e-learning 

authoring tool, he can now dump all that precious knowledge 

from his head into an online self-study program. “Look, Ma, 

I created a 342-slide PowerPoint deck and can publish it to 

our learning management system to prove that everyone 

has learned!” 

• Tap! That certain someone who acts like your well-loved 

kindergarten teacher from 1973 (or 1986 or 2003) now leads 

the organization’s classroom training sessions! She has the 
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personality and charisma and makes training engaging, 

interactive, and F-U-N!

• Tap! That new employee who says she took a graphics class in 

school can figure out this technology stuff. Let’s give her an 

authoring tool and she can create pretty courses.

These stories will continue to be told—and that’s OK. Small organiza-

tions with small budgets may not have the ability to hire chief learning 

officers or take formal approaches to building training teams. Instead, 

they figure out the best way to help people do their jobs better with the 

resources they have.

To the uninitiated and the naive, it does seem like anyone can be an 

instructional designer. Advancements in technology have created easy-

to-use e-learning authoring tools and templates, making it possible for 

anyone to create instruction. It’s a beautiful and terrifying world. But 

that’s the reality, so let’s live with it, forge a path forward, and find some 

intentional ways of doing what we do.

You Are Not Alone
In a 2022 survey, I asked participants, “Did you find your way to this field by 
accident?” More than 85 percent of 265 respondents said yes. So don’t worry. 
An astoundingly large percentage of those who work in this field are figuring it 
out as they go. You are not alone. 

About This Book
This book is filled with tales and tips from my experience and perspec-

tive. I’ll share techniques and strategies I’ve picked up over the years 

while working with subject matter experts from all walks of life; writ-

ing countless design documents, storyboards, and scripts; and review-

ing and testing courses until my eyes bled. I won’t be talking too much 
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about specific technologies or teaching you how to use any of the tools, 

although I will try to paint an overall picture and provide you with some 

baseline knowledge.

In this revised second edition, I’ve broadened the discussion in many 

places to embrace the big picture that is learning and development, and 

to give the new practitioner a broader view on the world in which instruc-

tional design happens. I’ve updated references to specific tools and tech-

nology throughout the book, because, as we all know, everything keeps 

changing. In fact, I wrote an entire new chapter on tools and technology 

to orient the new practitioner to the full learning ecosystem. This edition 

also includes a chapter on assessment and evaluation—with the omni-

presence of big data, it’s really time we get deeper insights about the work 

we’re producing and the outcomes we’re influencing.

In part I, I’ll take a look at the big picture: What is instructional design? 

What is design? And why does design even matter? In part II, I’ll take you 

on more of a practical journey, looking at simple things you can start 

doing today to create learning programs that more effectively engage 

fellow humans. Each chapter has a particular focus, although there may 

be some overlap as I explore the same areas from different angles. Finally, 

in part III, I’ll send you off into the wide world of instructional design 

with yet more ideas for turning your practice from an accident into an 

intentional success.

Much of this information is geared toward the new practitioner—the 

recent accident. I hope this book serves as a jumping-off point as you find 

your own unique passion for what you do and seek to do it even better. 

Readers with more experience may find some new tidbits in here, as well 

as some familiar ideas that you’re happy to reconnect with. 

I’ve heard from students in certificate and graduate programs that the 

first edition of this book was part of their required reading—for those of 

you who made that step to be so intentional, I applaud you! I hope this 
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book provides real-world insights into what real-world practitioners do. 

I’ve also heard from team leaders who’ve used this book as a resource for 

their instructional design and development teams, working through the 

chapters together in a book club format to build skills and inspire new 

approaches. This edition now includes a discussion guide to help structure 

those conversations. I’ve sprinkled resources and ideas for further reading 

throughout as well—what I read in the early morning hours as I continue 

to hone my skills. I hope you’ll find some ideas and inspiration for taking 

your own discovery and personal learning journey to the next level, no 

matter how you found your way into this field.

I assume you’re reading this book because you want to, and I hope the 

journey you make from accidental instructional designer into a more inten-

tional one is an experience you’re willing to share with me and the instruc-

tional design community. I really think we can get better at what we do each 

and every day. Ready to take flight?
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Discussion  
Guide

Read the book with your team and use the following questions to prompt 

discussion.

Part I
Chapter 1. The Basics of Instructional Design
• How did you get into the field? Was it by accident?

• Do you have an advanced degree? Are you thinking of getting one? 

Why or why not?

• What’s in your most ideal instructional design–related job 

description? What specific skills and talents do you want to  

do the most?

• Where does instructional design happen at your current 

organization? If you’re aspiring to become an instructional designer, 

what type of department do you see yourself in?

• List every learning theory and theorist you’ve ever heard of.  

(Feel free to name drop.) 

• Can you explain each theory? (You may want to assign team members 

to do a little research on different theories and then report back.) 

• What theories do you want to explore more? 

• When you’re talking to other people about instructional design work, 

do you have a favorite theory that you like to describe to prove that 

you know your stuff? (It’s OK—we all do this!) 
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Chapter 2. On Learning Pie
• Cammy states that well-rounded e-learning professionals need to be 

versant in the four pieces of the e-learning pie (learning, creativity, 

technology, and business). What goes into each of these pieces from a 

skills and competency perspective? 

• Which piece of the pie is your strongest? Why? 

• Which piece is your weakest? 

• What are you going to do to strengthen your weakest piece? Do you 

think that’s even necessary? Why or why not? 

Chapter 3. Why Design Matters
• Describe the key qualities of something that is well designed. 

• How can you apply those qualities to your instructional design and 

e-learning projects? 

Part II
Chapter 4. Tools, Technologies, and Platforms, Oh My!
• What learning- and training-related tools are you already familiar 

with, if any?

• What tools and technologies would you like to learn more about?

• What are the barriers and constraints to introducing new tools and 

technologies at your organization? What are the benefits?

• Do you consider accessibility requirements when designing and 

developing online learning materials? Why or why not? If this is an 

area of growth for you and your team, identify a specific action you 

can take to get more accessible.

Chapter 5. Working With Subject Matter Experts
• What challenges have you had when working with subject matter 

experts (SMEs)? 

• Do you have any tips for getting the most out of a SME’s time? 

• How can you ensure your vision is aligned with the SME’s vision? 
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Chapter 6. What’s Your Design Approach?
• Cammy says that the three main reasons we create training content 

are to inform or raise awareness, improve knowledge and skills, and 

solve complex problems and change attitudes or behaviors. Think 

about the training content you create. Into which bucket does most 

of your content fall? 

• Do you have a favorite design model? For which of the three main 

reasons does that model work best? 

• Cammy outlined many different instructional design models in this 

chapter. What other design models do you use?

Chapter 7. Mixing It Up: Effect Blends and  
Marketing Strategies
• What does it mean to create a blended learning experience? Is this 

something you’re already doing well or an area of growth?

• Technology changes so quickly. What new technologies and 

opportunities have you seen recently that could be applied to the 

work you do in learning and development? 

• Think about some of the apps and tools you use in your personal life. 

Could they be a part of a blended program that supports long-term 

learning and real behavioral change? 

• Consider a current training initiative. What would it look like to 

create a learning journey or campaign rather than a single event?

Chapter 8. Finding Your Hook
• Describe a memorable training experience (online or classroom). 

What pulled you into the experience and kept your attention? 

• What hooks have you used in your own design work? 

• Can you give any examples of hooks that didn’t work at all? Do you 

know why? 
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Chapter 9. Interactivity That Counts
• Cammy coined the term clicky-clicky bling-bling (CCBB) to describe 

meaningless flash and glitz. CCBB is often used to spice up online 

courses in the hopes of making them more engaging. Have you ever 

seen CCBB in the wild? 

• How do you define CCBB? 

• What can you do to avoid CCBB? 

• What does meaningful interactivity look like to you?

Chapter 10. Writing Better Learning Content
• Think about an online program you’ve taken or even helped design 

that might have been a bit boring. What made it boring? 

• What’s one thing you could have done to make it more interesting or 

engaging? 

• Consider the tips for writing that Cammy covered in this chapter. 

What’s one thing you could do better in your own e-learning scripts? 

Chapter 11. It’s All in the Story
• Do you think using stories makes a difference in the quality of 

training programs? What types of stories work best? 

• Are there any downsides to using stories? 

• Tell a story about the best training experience you’ve ever had. What 

can you learn from your own training story? 

• How do you get the best stories for your content? How do you try to 

make content that is more memorable and engaging?

Chapter 12. Looking Good: On Visual Design
• Do you agree with the notion that looks really do matter in online 

learning programs? 

• Are you happy with the look and feel of the programs your 

organization currently creates? 
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• Does the look and feel of your organization’s online programs align 

to its brand and overall culture? Why or why not? 

• What barriers and hurdles do you need to overcome to create more 

visually engaging online content? 

Chapter 13. Got Impact? Assessment and Evaluation
• What data are you collecting from your learning experiences? 

• What further insights would you like to be able to gain through 

better measurement? 

• Do you use a learning evaluation model like Kirkpatrick or LTEM? 

What can you share about that model? Does it have any gaps? What’s 

hard about following this model?

• Do data and analytics scare you or excite you? What would your team 

need to do to implement a better data and analytics program?

Part III
Chapter 14. Taking It Forward
• What have you been doing to keep your skills and knowledge up to 

date? 

• Do you have any favorite books, websites, people, conferences, or 

organizations that you always turn to? 

• Describe one thing that you want to do differently to create more 

compelling and engaging content and programs. 

• Describe one thing that you want to do to create more intention in 

your practice and profession. 
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